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PHS 202.1 Solid State-ll

Marks: 20

GROT]P-A
l Answer any two questions:

GROUP-C
3, Answer any gE questions:

practicable.

2x2=4
a) Deiine penetration depth lbr a superconductor. What is its value at the critical temperature?

b) What is vortex state of a superconductor?

c) Explain'Magnetic Levitation. Write down its one application.
d)Write down the expression of Local field (Lorentz relation) for a spherically symmetric

dielcctric and erplain each tenr.

GROUP-B
2, Answer any tn'o questions: 2x4=8
a) What is isotope el}'ect'? Mercury having ar average atomic mass of 200.59 anru has a critical

ternperature of4.l 5i K. Calculate the critical temperature ofthe isotope Hg.2[a .

b) Graphically show the variation ol(i) Gibbs fi'ee energy (G). specific heat (C) and energy

gap (AE,) \yith tcmperature (T), ar normal and superconducting state.

c) Describe complex dielectric constant and diclcctric loss.

d) Explain electronic and dipolar polarizability. Review their temperature dependenoy.

1 x8=8
a) Derive London equation and explain horv its solution explains Meissner effect.

b) Deduce Clauius-Nlosotti relation and explain its use in predicting the dielectric constant of
solid. Silicon has the dielectric conslant 12, and the edge-lenglh ofthe conventional cubic

cell ofSilicon lattice is 5.43 A. Calculate the electronic polarizability ofsilicon atom.
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PHS 202.2 Semiconductor Physics

Marks: 20

GROUP-A

l. Answer any lE questions:

a) What is degenerate and non-degenerate semiconductor?

b) What is Einstein's relation ol difflision in a semiconductor'l
c) Draw the variation of'density of, hole in valence band for a non-

degenerate semiconductor.

d) Why CdTe is used in solar cell?

GROT]P-B

2, Answer any (p questions:
a) Derive expression for density ofelectrou in degenemte semiconductor.
b) Derive the electric neutrality cond;tion tbr a serniconductor.
c)Show horv Fenni level ofa semiconductor is related with temperature for a 1o$,temperarure
region.
d)Derivc the expression tbr rhe depression temperature for a semiconductor.

GROUP-C

3. Answer any g!!g questions: lx8:8
a) Derive the diode equation. l)iscuss the I-V characteristic of a diode liom diode equation,

(6+ 2)

b) Explain lhe mechanism ofgeneration ot photovoltage in solar cell with a neat bard diagram.

Find an expression ofeiTiciency ola solar cell. (3+5)

2x4=8
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